In view of the supply chain risk evaluation has become the hot-issue and nodus about the supply chain risk management, and it is difficult to embody the requirements about balanced and incentive by the constant weight synthesize in evaluation, then set up a supply chain risk evaluation model based on variable-weights extenics matter-element, by combining the extenics theory with the variable-weights theory; and apply this model to evaluate the risk of Hengrui supply chain, based on the risk evaluation factors in the supply chain system, which supposed by the author. The results of the evaluation shows that the model not only overcomes the drawbacks of constant weights synthesize, motivate some key influenced factors, but also shows that the model has good scientificity, flexibility and effectiveness.
Introduction
The supply chain is a network chain structure formed in production and circulation process, and involved of upstream and downstream enterprises, its main purpose is to deliver goods or services to its final customers. However, in recent years, the risks such as the economic crisis, natural disasters, network security, increasing competition, random demand and so on, are more and more seriously influence the security and stability about the supply chain, and make the supply chain more and more weakly, and also bring about damage and loss to upstream and downstream enterprises, even the whole supply chain without exception, this make supply chain risk management to be a important subject in supply chain research necessarily, moreover, evaluating the supply chain risk correctly is the most important link in carrying out the supply chain risk management, evaluating the supply chain risk is measuring and evaluating the factors about supply chain risk quantitative, composed of evaluates each factor in supply chain and synthesize evaluates the supply chain risk. However, in general, there are few literatures about supply chain risk evaluation, Prater and some others introduced a scoring method about global supply chain to measure the risks and give the applicable case; in the view of the probability and the result of risk event, Jukka and some others researched supply chain risk evaluation semi-quantitatively; Ding Weidong and some others introduced supply chain reliability evaluation matrix to evaluate the supply chain risk quantitatively; Xiao Meidan and some others introduced supply chain risk evaluation index system and evaluated the supply chain risk based on uncertainty theory and fuzzy method; Zhang Yanru and some others evaluated the supply chain uncertain risks which have different preferences based on fuzzy evaluation method.
All these methods have their own characteristics and advantages, and came from the hard work of the scholars, but there are some inadequacies ， for example, some of the methods can not be executed strictly in practice; the evaluation index can not fit some design principles, such as scientificity、 comparability、operability and so on.; some evaluation methods in calculating the evaluation values are based on the constant-weighs synthesis, and are difficult to reflect the attention to some risk factors in a risk environment about supply chain. This paper will evaluate the supply chain risks by using extenics based on the existed literatures, that is determining the risk categories of the supply chain risk finally, by using calculating the weight and associated degrees of the risk category about the factors of the supply chain risk. And using the variable-weights theory which introduced by professor Wang Peizhuang, when calculating the weight of the evaluation factors of the supply chain risk(many scholars researched the theory and application about the variable-weights, please refer to references [7] [8] [9] [10] )，to reflect the attention about some certain risk factors in a risk circumstance by the weight, and improve the scientificity and accuracy of the evaluation result, the author will introduce the system of the supply chain risk evaluation, and give the application of the evaluation method.
Setting up the variable weights extension matter element model
Extenics is proposed by Cai Wen a Chinese scholars in 1983,which is a rule and method that start with the rules of conversion and the solutions of incompatible problems, by introducing matter-elements, then changing and calculating about them, to research and solve the incompatible problems qualitatively and quantitatively, this method take the matter-element theory and extenics as framework, the matter-element as logic cell, and the matter-element is take the ordered triples ( , , ) R N c v = as the basic element to describe one thing ( N is the name, c is the characteristic, υ is the value of the thing, they are also called three elements of the matter-element).
Constructing the matrix of the multi-dimensional characteristics matter-element
Hypothesizing one thing N has n characteristics, 
Because the different thing has different characterized matter-element matrix, and the same thing also has different characterized matter-element matrix while not at the same time. As a result, we can use the characteristic matter-element matrix to distinguish the different things, or to know which stage does the thing at.
Determining the classical domain and section domain
Hypothesizing there are n main factor indexes of the supply chain risk evaluation, each of them called 1 2 , , , n f f f , the experts or according to the statistics cluster analysis, dividing the supply chain risk into many categories qualitatively, based on these factor indexes, describing them as the following qualitative or quantitative synthesis evaluated matter-element models, and called classical domain matter-element matrix ( )
,
In the formula, 
In the formula, p stands for the whole of the risk categories,
〉 is the value range of p that can be got from the factor index i f .
Determining the risk category of the supply chain and the matter-element which to be evaluated
The grading standards of the supply chain risk category are determined by a group of experts, divided the grades of the supply chain risk category into 5 categories: Low-risk Ⅰ, the lower risk Ⅱ, Medium-risk Ⅲ, the higher risk Ⅳ, high-risk Ⅴ,each of these 5 categories be assigned 1,3,5,7,9. By the same principle, the evaluated factor index can also refer this way, invited some experts to evaluate all Eigen values about a supply chain risk matter-element t R according to the actual case, and score them according to the given standards, then get the matter-element which to be evaluated
In the formula, T stands for the risk of the to be evaluated supply chain, i V stands for the value of the i factor index of the supply chain which to be evaluated, that is to say i V is the value about i f .
Determining the correlation about each risk category of each evaluated index of the matter-element which to be evaluated
The correlations of each single evaluated factor index about each risk category among the supply chain risk are:
; ( , ) 2 2
Calculating the weight about the Variable weights of the evaluated factors of the supply chain risk
Weight coefficient is the quantified coefficient which be reflected about the importance of evaluated factor index of the supply chain risk, and its rationality played a pivotal role in identifying the risk category, this paper will get the weight coefficient by variable weights theory. To identify the weight coefficient rationally, different results will be got by different weight coefficients.
(1) Variable weights principle Professor Wang Peizhuang put forward the variable-weight thought firstly, professor Li Hongxing gave the axiomatic definition about the variable-weights vector and the state variable-weights vector based on the factor space theory， and gave the model of the variable-weights synthesis and got the following important conclusions: hypothesize 1 2 3 ( , , , )
n X x x x x = … as the factor state vector,
n W w w w w = … as factor constant-weighs vector,
as stage variable-weights vector, so the variable-weights vector , that is : 
Determining the correlation about the to be evaluated matter-element and the risk category j
The correlation about the to be evaluated matter-element and the risk category j is: When evaluating the supply chain risk, we should determine the risk factors index system of supply chain and constant weights firstly, Then determine the extent or the category of the supply chain risk, Now using the variable weights extension matter-element model, to evaluate the risk of the supply chain of HengRui Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd (Listed Company) as core enterprise (HengRui supply chain for short), based on supply chain risk factor evaluation system proposed by the author.
Setting up the supply chain risk factor evaluation system
Based on the design principles, such as scientificity、 comparability、 operability and so on., and referring to some related date ,combining some advices from experts and entrepreneurs, then setting up a supply chain risk factor evaluation system systematically and reasonably(refer to sheet 1), and calculating the weight of the constant weights based on the developed analytical hierarchical process(refer to reference [11] （3）Determining the extent and the category about the risk category j of the Hengrui supply chain based on the formula(9)、(10). 
, that is 0 3 j = ,so the risk category of Hengrui supply chain is moderate, the conclusion is coincide with the actual risk about Hengrui supply chain. in order to describe the risk category about Hengrui supply chain accurately, * j 6 .4 3 9 6 = can be calculated by formula (10) ,from * j ,we can see that Hengrui supply chain risk is partial to a higher risk category, so it's reasonable to evaluate by the variable weights extension matter-element model.
Concluding remarks
Risk evaluation of the supply chain is an important content in risk management of supply chain. This paper set up a supply chain risk evaluation model based on variable-weights extenics matter-element, because of the complexity, uncertainty, and the characteristics of the supply chain risk. The characteristics of the model are: it can be decided according to local conditions to evaluate the quantity and variety of factors. It is easy with a good operability; using a combination of qualitative and quantitative way, to avoid the random evaluated purely subjective and sensory in the past; using variable-weights theory to calculate the supply chain risk evaluated factors, make the weight of variable-weights reflect the importance of the evaluated factors reasonably; the credibility of evaluation results is very high, and also with very good practical value.
The paper also verified variable-weights based on matter-element extenics of supply chain risk evaluation model, and have good scientificity and the effectiveness of the examples. Through evaluate the risk of supply chain, we not only can provide decision-makers with the total risk of the current situation, make them understand the stability of the supply chain, and enterprises can also be given the most intuitive reference to join in the supply chain.
